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ascend Move up to a higher social or professional rank.
We ascended the mountain.

ascending The act of changing location in an upward direction.
Incomes ranked in ascending order of size.

ascent The act of changing location in an upward direction.
The first ascent of the Matterhorn.

boost Give a boost to be beneficial to.
Boost the voltage in an electrical circuit.

climb A mountain hill or slope that is climbed.
We began to climb the hill.

climbing The sport or activity of climbing mountains or cliffs.
Climbing equipment.

elevate Raise to a more important or impressive level.
The therapy can elevate serum amylase levels.

elevator A tall building used for storing grain.
In the elevator she pressed the button for the lobby.

escalator A moving staircase consisting of an endlessly circulating belt of steps driven
by a motor, which conveys people between the floors of a public building.

high Highly.
My voice went high with excitement.

hoist Move from one place to another by lifting.
Hoist the flags.

ladder With reference to tights or stockings develop or cause to develop a ladder.
He climbed the career ladder.
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lift
Lifting device consisting of a platform or cage that is raised and lowered
mechanically in a vertical shaft in order to move people from one floor to
another in a building.
Lift his ego.

mounting The action of mounting something.
He pulled the curtain rail from its mounting.

precipitate A precipitated solid substance in suspension or after settling or filtering.
I must apologize for my staff their actions were precipitate.

promote Of an additive act as a promoter of a catalyst.
They were promoted from the Third Division last season.

raise Raise the level or amount of something.
The galloping horse raised a cloud of dust.

rise Rise in rank or status.
The dead are to uprise.

risen Above the horizon.
The risen sun.

rising Advancing or becoming higher or greater in degree or value or status.
The rising fives on the verge of school.

soar The act of rising upward into the air.
The stock market soared after the cease fire was announced.

soaring Increasing rapidly above the usual level.
The coloured trails of soaring rockets.

stairs A flight of stairs or a flight of steps.
stepladder A folding portable ladder hinged at the top.

underpin
Support (a building or other structure) from below by laying a solid foundation
below ground level or by substituting stronger for weaker materials.
The theme of honour underpinning the two books.

uphill The upward slope of a hill.
Follow the track uphill.

upstairs The part of a building above the ground floor.
An upstairs room.

upward Moving, pointing, or leading to a higher place, point, or level.
From childhood upward.

vertically
At right angles to a horizontal plane; aligned in such a way that the top is
directly above the bottom.
The bacteria are vertically transmitted from mother to offspring.
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zoom Cause a lens or camera to zoom in or out.
He jumped into his car and zoomed off.
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